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and a hindrance."1    It was, no doubt, Nadir's change of mind that caused
many of the Safari faction2 to join Muhammad Khan Baluch,8
Nadir felt that this revolt was not of sufficient gravity to cause him to
postpone his Turkish campaign and resolved to deal with it after he had.
finished with the Turks.
It is impossible to recount with any pretence to accuracy the course
of events between the skirmish by the Diyala and the battle of Lailan,
because the geographical data given by Mirza Mahdi and Hanway are
vague and fanciful in the extreme.4 It seems that Nadir advanced towards
Kirkuk much as he had done previously, but his object on this second
occasion was entirely different. He was aiming not at luring Ahmad
Pasha away from Baghdad, but at meeting with and crushing Topal
*Osman Pasha. If he could defeat Topal 'Osman, his lost prestige
would be regained, and Baghdad in the south and Tabriz in the north
would both be at his mercy.
Topal 'Osman was under no illusions as to his position. His losses
in the battle of the igih July had not been made good, despite repeated
requests to Constantinople not only for reinforcements, but also for a
younger man to take his place. Nadir, on the other hand, now had an
army even more numerous and better equipped than before.
By the 24th October, Nadir had reached the plain of Lailan, a few
miles S.E. of Kirkuk, and an engagement took place between detachments
of his force and of Topal 'Osman's army; both sides claimed the victory,
but the advantage rested, apparently, with the Turks.6 Topal 'Osman,
however, kept his main force within its defences. Nadir thereupon
marched off to the north-east and captured the fortress of Surdash, in the
hope that Topal 'Osman would emerge from Kirkuk and march to its
relief. Part of the Turkish forces fell into Nadir's trap, for scouts brought
him word, when he was at a place called Qara Tappa,6 that Mamish
Pasha, with 12,000 men, had entered the Aq Darband defile.7
Taking a route which was thought to be impracticable, Nadir marched
his men over the hills and into the defile at a point above the Turkish
position. On the following day (9th November), after sending some
1 T.N., p. 136.
*	The direct descent of the Safavi monarchs from 'All, through Husain and the Imam Musa
al-Kazim, caused them to be much venerated by their Shi'a subjects.    See Shaiih Hazin,
p. 241.
*	Muhammad Khan was also joined by numbers of Baluch, Arabs and Khuzistan tribesmen.   See
Mirza Muhammad Shirazi's autobiography, p. n.
4 See Longriggl op. cit., p. 145.
 *	Von Hammer, Vol. XIV, pp. 291 and 292, Hanway, Vol. IV, p. 97-
 *	Qara Tappa is not marked on existing maps; it is obviously distinct from the Qara Tappa
just to the north of the Jabal Hamnn.
» There is a description of this defile in C. J. Rich's Narrative of a Residence tn Koordtstan, London,
1836, Vol. I, pp. 58-59.

